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An Algorithm for Constructing Some Maximal
Arcs in PG(2, q 2)
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Abstract. In 1974, J. Thas constructed a new class of maximal arcs for the
Desarguesian plane of order q 2 . The construction relied upon the existence of
a regular spread of tangent lines to an ovoid in PG(3, q) and, in particular, it
does apply to the Suzuki–Tits ovoid. In this paper, we describe an algorithm
for obtaining a possible representation of such arcs in PG(2, q 2 ).
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1. Introduction
In a ﬁnite projective plane of order q, a maximal (k, n)-arc K, where k ≥ 1 and
2 ≤ n ≤ q + 1, is a non-empty set of k points which is met by every line of the
plane in either 0 or n points. The integer n is called the degree of the arc K.
Trivial examples of maximal arcs of degree q + 1 and q are respectively the
point-set of PG(2, q) and the point-set of an aﬃne subplane AG(2, q) of PG(2, q).
It has been shown in [3, 4], that non-trivial maximal arcs do not exist in
PG(2, q) for q odd. On the other hand, when q is even, several classes of nontrivial maximal arcs are known. In fact, hyperovals and their duals are maximal
arcs. Apart from them, known constructions of degree n maximal arcs in P G(2, q)
are: one construction by Denniston [7] based on a linear pencil of conics, two constructions of J. A. Thas [16, 17], constructions by Mathon [15], and by Hamilton
and Mathon [10] utilising closed sets of conics. However, most of the known examples of degree n maximal arcs (with the notable exception of a class of maximal arcs
arising from the [16] construction) consist of the union of n − 1 pairwise disjoint
conics, together with their common nucleus N . We shall call these arcs conical.
Observe that any conical maximal arc is covered by a completely reducible curve of
Research supported by the Italian Ministry MURST, Strutture geometriche, combinatoria e loro
applicazioni.
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degree 2n − 1, whose components are n − 1 conics and a line through the point N ;
in [2] it is shown that such a curve has minimum degree. In the present paper we
determine, using the computer algebra package GAP [8], equations for algebraic
plane curves of minimum degree passing through all the points of a maximal arc K;
we are mostly interested in those cases in which K is not conical. In particular,
we will show that arcs arising from Suzuki–Tits ovoids by the [16] construction
cannot be covered by a curve of low degree.

2. Reguli in PG(3, q)
We recall some basic properties of reguli and spreads of PG(3, q); see [12].
Definition 1. A regulus of PG(3, q) is a collection of q + 1 mutually disjoint lines
such that any line of P G(3, q) meeting three of them necessarily meets them all.
A standard result, see [13], shows that any three pairwise disjoint lines 1 , 2 ,
3 of PG(3, q) lie together in a unique regulus, say R(1 , 2 , 3 ).
Definition 2. Let 1 , 2 , 3 be 3 pairwise disjoint lines of PG(3, q). The opposite
regulus to R(1 , 2 , 3 ) is the set
Ro (1 , 2 , 3 )
of all lines  of PG(3, q) such that
 ∩ i = ∅ ,

for

i = 1, 2, 3 .

The set Ro (1 , 2 , 3 ) is also a regulus. We may compute the regulus containing 1 , 2 and 3 as the set
R(1 , 2 , 3 ) = Ro (m1 , m2 , m3 ) ,
where m1 , m2 , m3 are distinct elements of Ro (1 , 2 , 3 ).
Definition 3. A k-span of PG(3, q) is a set of k mutually skew lines. A (q 2 +1)-span
is called a spread.
Observe that a spread is a partition of the points of PG(3, q) in disjoint lines.
Definition 4. A spread S is regular or Desarguesian, if for any three lines
1 , 2 , 3 ∈ S,
R(1 , 2 , 3 ) ⊆ S .
Any two regular spreads of PG(3, q) are projectively equivalent. To describe
a spread of tangent lines to a given ovoid, we shall use the following notion of
closure.
Definition 5. The regular closure of a set S of lines of PG(3, q) is the smallest set T
of lines of PG(3, q) containing S such that for any 3 distinct elements 1 , 2 , 3 ∈ T ,
R(1 , 2 , 3 ) ⊆ T .
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Examples of sets closed under this operation are regular spreads of PG(3, q)
and reguli. In fact, a regular spread is uniquely determined by four of its lines,
supposed they are in suitable position.
Theorem 6. There exists exactly one regular spread containing any given 4 mutually skew lines 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 of PG(3, q), provided that 4 ∈ R(1 , 2 , 3 ).
Proof. By [14] there is a Desarguesian spread containing any two reguli with 2 lines
in common. We now show that this spread is the regular closure of 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . Any
Desarguesian spread containing R(1 , 2 , 4 ) and R(1 , 3 , 4 ) must clearly contain
also the (q 2 − q + 2)-span of lines given by

R(1 , x, 4 ) .
x∈R(1 ,2 ,3 )
x=1

By [12, Lemma 17.6.2], a spread containing such span is unique. The result follows.


3. Thas [16] maximal arcs
We shall make extensive use of the representation of PG(2, q 2 ) in PG(4, q) due to
André [1] and Bruck and Bose [5, 6].
Let PG(4, q) be a projective 4-space over the ﬁnite ﬁeld GF(q) and let suppose S be a regular spread of a ﬁxed hyperplane Σ = PG(3, q) of PG(4, q). Then
P G(2, q 2 ) can be represented as the incidence structure (P, L, I) where the point
set P is given by the points of PG(4, q) \ Σ together with the elements of S, the
line set L consists of all the planes of PG(4, q) \ Σ which meet Σ in a line of S
together with the spread S, and incidence is inclusion.
In particular, S represents the “line at inﬁnity” of the aﬃne plane AG(2, q 2 ) ⊆
PG(2, q 2 ). Recall that projectively equivalent spreads of PG(3, q) induce, via
Bruck–Bose construction isomorphic projective planes or order q 2 . In particular,
any two regular spreads of PG(3, q) induce a representation of the Desarguesian
projective plane PG(2, q 2 ).
Using the aforementioned model, Thas obtained maximal arcs in the Desarguesian plane as follows. Let O be an ovoid in the hyperplane Σ such that every
element of the spread S meets O in exactly one point. Fix a point V in P G(4, q)\Σ
and let K be the set of points in P G(4, q) \ Σ collinear with V and a point on O.
Then K corresponds to a maximal (q 3 − q 2 + q, q)-arc K in P G(2, q 2 ).
In [16], it has been remarked that if O is an elliptic quadric then the maximal
arc thus constructed turns out to be of Denniston type. Using algebraic techniques,
it has been shown in [10] that, when O is a Suzuki–Tits ovoid, K cannot be obtained
from a closed set of conics. In fact, in this case the arc is not conical at all.
In order to provide a direct representation of a Thas [16] maximal arc in
PG(2, q 2 ), where q > 4 is an even prime power, we shall use for PG(4, q) homogeneous coordinates (z, x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ). The hyperplane at inﬁnity Σ has equation
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z = 0. Let S be a regular spread of Σ and denote by π = PG(2, q 2 ) the corresponding Desarguesian plane obtained via Bruck–Bose construction. We shall use
homogeneous coordinates (z, x, y) for π, so that the line at inﬁnity has equation
z = 0. It is always possible to assume that, up to a projectivity, the spread S
contains the lines


1 = (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0)


2 = (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)
(1)


3 = (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1) .
The application θ which realises the correspondence between the points of PG(4, q)
and those of PG(2, q 2 ) should map any line  of the spread S into a point of
PG(2, q 2 ). In particular, in order to have
θ(1 ) = (0, 1, 1)
θ(2 ) = (0, 1, 0)
θ(3 ) = (0, 0, 1) ,
we should choose
θ:



PG(4, q) → PG(2, q 2 )
,
(z, x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) → (z, x1 + εx2 , εy1 + y2 )

(2)

where ε is a suitable element of GF(q 2 ) \ GF(q).

4. The code
In this section we describe a GAP [8] program to construct a Thas [16] maximal
arc K and determine a minimum degree curve Γ passing through all the points
of K. In our code it shall be constantly assumed that q = 22t+1 , with t > 1 a global
variable.
The simplest way to implement the geometry PG(3, q) is to consider the point
orbit of GL(4, q) in its action on left-normalised 4-vectors.
1

PG3:=Orbit(GL(4,q),[1,0,0,0]*Z(q)^0,OnLines);
Remark 7. It is often convenient to represent the points of PG(3, q) as integers in
the range 1 . . . q 3 + q 2 + q + 1. The number corresponding to any given point is just
the position of the corresponding normalised vector in the list PG3. This is most
interesting when PG3 is generated as the orbit of a point, say (1, 0, 0, 0), under the
action of a Singer group Θ of PG(3, q).
We now introduce some utility functions.
1. LineAB to compute the (projective) line over GF(q) through two points;
2. LineAB2 to compute the (projective) line over GF(q 2 ) through two points.
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3. Conj to get the conjugate of a point in PG(n, q 2 ) under the Frobenius morphism
x → xq .
2
3
4
5

#Line (over GF(q))
LineAB:=function(a,b)
return Set(Union([a],Set(GF(q),x->NormedRowVector(x*a+b))));
end;;

6
7
8
9
10

#Line (over GF(q^2))
LineAB2:=function(a,b)
return Set(Union([a],Set(GF(q^2),x->NormedRowVector(x*a+b))));
end;;

11
12
13
14
15
16

#Conjugate of a point
Conj:=function(x)
return(
List(x,t->t^q));
end;;
The Suzuki group Sz(q) has two point orbits in PG(3, q), of size respectively
q 3 + q and q 2 + 1. The latter is a Suzuki–Tits ovoid, say O = Ov.

17
18
19
20

Sg:=SuzukiGroup(IsMatrixGroup,q);
Or:=Orbits(Sg,PG3,OnLines);
Ov:=Filtered(Or,x->Size(x)=q^2+1)[1];
Ovp:=Set(Ov,x->Position(PG3,x));
We wrote Ovp for the set of all points of Ov in the permutation representation.
The following code is used to write the set Λ = AllLines consisting of all
the lines of PG(3, q). Since the full projective general linear group PGL(4, q) is
transitive on this set, we may just consider the orbit of


0 = (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 0)
under its action.
The group PGL(4, q) has to be written as the action Pgrp of GL(4, q) on
normalised vectors. The line orbit is obtained considering the action of this group
Pgrp on the set of points, in the permutation representation, of a given line.

21
22
23
24

L1:=LineAB([1,0,0,0]*Z(q)^0,[0,1,0,0]*Z(q)^0);
L1p:=Set(L1,x->Position(PG3,x));
Pgrp:=Action(GL(4,q),PG3,OnLines);
AllLines:=Orbit(Pgrp,L1p,OnSets);
Remark 8. There might be more eﬃcient ways to obtain the set Λ as union of
line-orbits under the action of a Singer cycle Θ of PG(3, q). In fact, see [9], the
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number to these line-orbits is exactly q + 1 and a starter set for these (that is a
set of representatives for each of them) is given by all the lines passing through a
ﬁxed point P ∈ O+ tangent to the elliptic quadric O+ stabilised by the subgroup
of order q 2 + 1 of Θ.
We are now in position to write the set T O = TangentComplex of all lines
tangent to the ovoid Ov. This is simply done by enumerating the lines of PG(3, q)
which meet O in just 1 point.
The function TCpx is used to partition the elements of this set according to
their tangency point to O.
25
26
27
28

TangentComplex:=
Set(Filtered(AllLines,
x->Size(Intersection(Ovp,x))=1),
x->Set(x));

29
30
31
32

TCpx:=function(TC,O)
return List(O,x->Filtered(TC,v->x in v));
end;;
As seen in Section 3, given three mutually skew lines 1 , 2 , 3 , it is easy to
write the opposite regulus Ro they induce. The regulus R containing L is then
obtained as (Ro )o .

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

#Functions to build up a
# regulus
# Here we use a permutation
# representation
OpRegulus:=function(a,b,c)
return Filtered(AllLines,x->not(
IsEmpty(Intersection(a,x)) or
IsEmpty(Intersection(b,x)) or
IsEmpty(Intersection(c,x))));
end;;

43
44
45
46
47
48

Regulus:=function(a,b,c)
local l;
l:=OpRegulus(a,b,c);
return OpRegulus(l[1],l[2],l[3]);
end;;

49
50
51
52
53
54

#This function uses a normalised # vector representation
RegLines:=function(L)
local Lp,Rp;
Lp:=Set(L,x->Set(x,t->Position(PG3,t)));
Rp:=Regulus(Lp[1],Lp[2],Lp[3]);
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57
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return Set(Rp,
x->Set(x,t->PG3[t]));
end;;
To construct a regular spread S we use the following functions:
1. LookForSpread0 which, given 4 lines 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , builds the set R of all lines
in reguli of the form R(1 , x, 4 ) where x ∈ R(1 , 2 , 3 ) \ {1 };
2. RClosure which determines q 2 + 1 lines in the regular closure of a set of
lines R;
3. LookForSpread1, LookForSpread2 and LookForSpread which build the requested regular spread of tangent lines to an ovoid O.

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

# L = Set of 4 lines
LookForSpread0:=function(L)
local Reg,RegT,x,Spr;
Spr:=[];
Reg:=Regulus(L[1],L[2],L[3]);
for x in Difference(Reg,[L[1]]) do
RegT:=Regulus(L[1],x,L[4]);
Spr:=Union(Spr,RegT);
od;
return Spr;
end;;

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

RClosure0:=function(S)
local x,X,R,V;
X:=Combinations(S,3);
R:=ShallowCopy(S);
for x in X do
R:=Union(R,Regulus(x[1],x[2],x[3]));
if Size(R)=q^2+1 then return R;
fi;
od;
return R;
end;;

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

RClosure:=function(S)
local f,T;
f:=false;
T:=RClosure0(S);
if not(T=S) then
Print(Size(T),"-",Size(S),"\n");
return RClosure(T);
else

8
90
91
92
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Print("Closed\n");
return T;
fi;
end;;

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

# Hint for regulus
LookForSpread1:=function(TC,x,O)
local Tp,Ct,y,R1,S2,TC2;
R1:=Regulus(x[1],x[2],x[3]);
if not(IsSubset(TC,R1)) then return fail; fi;
TC2:=Filtered(TC,x->IsEmpty(Intersection(x,Union(R1))));
for y in TC2 do
Print(".\n");
S2:=LookForSpread0([x[1],x[2],x[3],y]);
if IsSubset(TC,S2) then return (S2); fi;
od;
return fail;
end;;

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

LookForSpread2:=function(TC,O)
local Tp,Ct,x,R;
Tp:=Set(TCpx(TC,O),x->Set(x));
#First regulus
Ct:=Filtered(Cartesian(Tp{[1..3]}),
t->IsEmpty(Intersection(t[1],t[2])) and
IsEmpty(Intersection(t[1],t[3])) and
IsEmpty(Intersection(t[2],t[3])));
#Look for a second (compatible) regulus
for x in Ct do
R:=LookForSpread1(TC,x,O);
if IsList(R) then return R; fi;
od;
return fail;
end;;

124
125
126
127
128
129
130

LookForSpread:=function(TC,O)
local T;
T:=RClosure(LookForSpread2(TC,O));
if IsSubset(TC,T) then return T; fi;
return fail;
end;;
To check if any given spread is regular, we verify that it contains the regulus
spanned by any three of its elements.
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137
138
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145
146
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#Check if a spread is regular
IsRegularS:=function(S)
local x,X,r;
X:=Combinations(S,3);
while Size(X)>2 do
x:=X[1];
r:=Regulus(x[1],x[2],x[3]);
if not(IsSubset(S,r)) then
Print(Size(Intersection(S,r)),"\n");
return false;
else
X:=Difference(X,Combinations(r,3));
Print(Size(X),"\n");
fi;
od;
return true;
end;;
Our next step in constructing a model of PG(2, q 2 ) is to embed PG(3, q) in
PG(4, q) as hyperplane at inﬁnity, as seen in Section 3. The function EmbedPG3
does just this; EmbedSpr is a utility function to embed sets of points of PG(3, q)
in PG(4, q) and it is most useful for spreads.

148
149
150
151
152

# Embed PG(3,q) in PG(4,q) as
# hyperplane at infinity
EmbedPG3:=function(L)
return Set(L,x->Concatenation([0*Z(q)],x));
end;;

153
154
155
156

EmbedSpr:=function(L)
return Set(L,x->EmbedPG3(x));
end;;
Suppose now Spr to be a regular spread of tangent lines to Ov. We shall determine a linear transformation μ of PG(3, q) such that the spread μ(Spr) contains
the lines 1 , 2 , 3 of (1). Recall that, for any spread S of PG(3, q), there exists a
line LS of PG(3, q 2 ) \ PG(3, q) such that
S = {P P q : P ∈ LS } .
Clearly, the spread S is uniquely determined by the line LS , although diﬀerent lines
might be associated to the same spread. The following function, LookForLine,
computes one of these lines.

157
158

LookForLine:=function(spr)
local PSpr,xSpr,LLa,x, y, fl,xq;
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159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
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182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
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PSpr:=List(spr,x->LineAB2(PG3[x[1]],PG3[x[2]]));
xSpr:=List(PSpr,x->Difference(x,PG3));
LLa:=List(Cartesian(PSpr[1],PSpr[2]),x->LineAB2(x[1],x[2]));;
for x in LLa do
Print("x=",x[1],",",x[2],"\n");
#The lines should be disjoint from PG(3,q)
if not(IsEmpty(Intersection(x,PG3))) then
Print("!\n");
continue;
fi;
#They should also meet any component of the spread
fl:=true;
for y in xSpr do
if IsEmpty(Intersection(y,x)) then
Print("%");
fl:=false;
break;
fi;
Print(".");
od;
if not(fl) then continue; fi;
# The conjugate line
# should also meet any component of the spread
xq:=Set(x,t->Conj(t));
for y in xSpr do
if IsEmpty(Intersection(y,xq)) then
fl:=false;
Print("^");
break;
fi;
Print(",");
od;
#If this is the case, then we have found
# what we were looking for
if fl then return x; fi;
od;
#Bad luck here.
return fail;
end;;
Denote now by LCanon the line of PG(3, q 2 ) associated with a spread, say SCanon,
containing 1 , 2 , 3 .
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GCanon:=[
LineAB([1,0,0,1]*Z(q)^0,[0,1,1,0]*Z(q)^0),
LineAB([1,0,0,0]*Z(q)^0,[0,1,0,0]*Z(q)^0),
LineAB([0,0,1,0]*Z(q)^0,[0,0,0,1]*Z(q)^0)];
GCanonP:=Set(GCanon,
x->Set(x,t->Position(PG3,t)));
RCanon:=Regulus(GCanonP[1],GCanonP[2],GCanonP[3]);
# look for a fourth line to generate the spread
Get4th:=function(R)
local j,L4;
j:=1;
repeat
L4:=AllLines[j];
j:=j+1;
until IsEmpty(Intersection(L4,Union(R)));
return L4;
end;;
L4:=Get4th(RCanon);
SCanon:=RClosure(Union(GCanonP,[L4]));
LCanon:=LookForLine(SCanon);
It is now actually possible to write a matrix in GL(4, q) inducing a collineation μ
in PG(3, q) which maps the general spread Spr into SCanon.

218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

SprToCanon:=function(Spr)
local Lx,M0,N0;
Lx:=LookForLine(Spr);
M0:=TransposedMat([Lx[1],Conj(Lx[1]),Lx[2],Conj(Lx[2])]);
N0:=TransposedMat([LCanon[1],Conj(LCanon[1]),
LCanon[2],Conj(LCanon[2])]);
return N0*M0^(-1);
end;;
Let then M = SprToCanon(Spr) and suppose SprT = μ(Spr) and OvT = μ(Ov).

226
227
228
229
230

# New spread
SprT:=Set(Spr,x->Set(x,t->NormedRowVector(M*t)));
#Consider also the image of the ovoid under the
# collineation induced by M
OvT:=Set(Ov,x->NormedRowVector(M*x));
It is still necessary to determine the parameter ε in the correspondence (2).
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PG4ToPG2:=function(P,eps)
return NormedRowVector([P[1],P[2]+eps*P[3],eps*P[4]+P[5]]);
end;;
We may proceed as follows.

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

LookForEps:=function(Spr)
local t,r,sp1,L,R1;
L:=
[LineAB([1,0,0,1],[0,1,1,0]),
LineAB([1,0,0,0],[0,1,0,0]),
LineAB([0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,1])]*Z(q)^0;
R1:=RegLines(L);
sp1:=Difference(Spr,R1);
t:=sp1[1];
r:=Filtered(
Difference(Elements(GF(q^2)),Elements(GF(q))),
eps->
(t[1][1]+t[1][2]*eps)/(t[1][3]*eps+t[1][4])=
(t[2][1]+t[2][2]*eps)/(t[2][3]*eps+t[2][4]));
return r;
end;;

250
251

eps:=LookForEps(SprT)[1];
We are now in position to use the construction of [16] in order to obtain a
maximal arc. We ﬁrst embed PG(3, q) in PG(4, q) as the hyperplane at inﬁnity;
EOvT is the image under this embedding of the transformed ovoid (under the
collineation given by μ); then, we compute the aﬃne cone FullCone2 with vertex
Vtx = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
and basis EOvT. The image of this cone under θ = PG4ToPG2 is the maximal arc
Arc of PG(2, q 2 ).

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

# Embed OvT\subseteq PG(3,q) in PG(4,q)
EOvT:=EmbedPG3(OvT);
# ... and build the full cone in AG(4,q)
# with vertex
Vtx:=[1,0,0,0,0]*Z(q)^0;
# and basis OvT
FullCone:=Difference(Union(Set(EOvT,x->LineAB(x,Vtx))),EOvT);
# The requested maximal arc is the image of
# the cone under the map PG4ToPG2
Arc:=Set(FullCone,x->PG4ToPG2(x,eps));
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The following procedure checks whether a set X is actually an arc of degree q.
In particular, the function CheckSecants, veriﬁes that all of the secants of X meet X
in exactly q points. The function CheckArc checks also that there is no tangent
line at any point of X.
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

# Check if a set X is an arc
# step 0:
# verify if all secants meet X in
# q points
CheckSecants0:=function(X)
local C,l,XX;
C:=Combinations(X,2);
XX:=[];
while(not(IsEmpty(C))) do
l:=LineAB2(C[1][1],C[1][2]);
if not(Size(Intersection(l,X))=q) then
Print(Size(Intersection(l,X)),"\n");
return [false,[]];
fi;
C:=Difference(C,Combinations(Intersection(l,X),2));
Print("!",Size(C),"!\n");
Add(XX,l);
od;
return [true,XX];
end;;

282
283
284
285

CheckSecants:=function(X)
return (CheckSecants0(X)[1]);
end;;

286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298

CheckArc:=function(X)
local C,l,XX,x;
C:=Combinations(X,2);
#Computes all the secants;
XX:=CheckSecants0(X);
if not(XX[1]) then return false; fi;
for x in X do
l:=Filtered(XX[2],t->x in t);
if Size(l)<q^2+1 then return false; fi;
od;
return true;
end;;
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We are now ready to compute a minimum degree curve covering the arc
K = Arc. The following is an outline of the procedure.
1. Determine all monic monomials in two variables of degree at most i over
GF(q 2 ). This is done by the function AllMon.
2. A polynomial

cij xi y j
f (x, y) =
i,j

corresponds to a curve covering A if, and only if, the coeﬃcients cij are a
solution of the homogeneous linear system given by

cij pix pjy = 0 , P = (1, px , py ) ∈ A ;
(3)
i,j

3. The function BuildMat, for a list of points K and a maximum degree i
generates the matrix whose rows are exactly the evaluations of the monomials
in AllMon(i), computed on the second and third coordinate of any point in K.
In other words, if


AllMon(i) = f1 (x, y), f2 (x, y), . . . , fk (x, y)
and P = (1, px , py ) ∈ K, then the row of BuildMat(K, i) corresponding to P
would be
f1 (px , py ), f2 (px , py ), . . . , fk (px , py ) .
4. If BuildMat(K, i) has full rank, then the only polynomial of degree at most i
in x, y giving a curve which contains all points of K is the zero-polynomial.
299
300
301
302
303
304

RR:=PolynomialRing(GF(q^2),["x","y"]);
AllMon:=function(i)
local l;
l:=Filtered(Cartesian([0..i],[0..i]),t->t[1]+t[2]<i+1);
return List(l,t->RR.1^t[1]*RR.2^t[2]);
end;;

305
306
307
308
309
310
311

BuildMat:=function(K,i)
local m;
m:=AllMon(i);
return List(K,x->
List(m,t->Value(t,[RR.1,RR.2],[x[2],x[3]])));
end;;
The minimum index i such that Buildmat(Arc, i) has not full rank has to be
determined. The following function takes as parameters the arc K and a maximum
degree to test. Observe that
ξ(i) = rank(BuildMat(K, i)) − |AllMon(i)|
is non-increasing in i. Hence, to look for i, we may use an iterative approach:
consider an initial interval to test [a . . . b], let c = a+b
and compute ξ(c). If
2
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ξ(c) = 0, then the ﬁrst value i such that ξ(i) < 0 may possibly be found in
[(c + 1) . . . b]; on the other hand, if ξ(c) < 0, such i is to be found in [a . . . c]. We
keep bisecting the interval till it contains just one value c . If ξ(c ) < 0, then i = c
is returned; otherwise the algorithm fails.
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336

GetIndex:=function(A,mi)
local tidx,c,d,r;
tidx:=[1..mi];
while(Size(tidx)>1) do
c:=Int((tidx[1]+tidx[Size(tidx)])/2);
d:=BuildMat(A,c);
r:=Rank(d);
Print("c=",c," t=",tidx,"\n");
Print("r=",r," s=",Size(d[1]),"\n");
if r=Size(d[1]) then
tidx:=[(c+1)..tidx[Size(tidx)]];
else
tidx:=[tidx[1]..c];
fi;
od;
Print(tidx,"\n");
c:=tidx[1];
d:=BuildMat(A,c);
r:=Rank(d);
if not(r=Size(d[1])) then
return c;
else
return fail;
fi;
end;;
Remark that the aﬃne curve of equation
2

(xq − x) = 0
has degree q 2 and passes through all the points of the aﬃne plane AG(2, q 2 ) (hence,
also through all those of K). Thus, this value may be chosen as the maximum
degree i to test in GetIndex.
337

i:=GetIndex(Arc,q^2);
The coeﬃcients of the polynomial giving the curve may now be obtained by
solving a linear system of equations.

338
339

MatOk:=BuildMat(Arc,i);;
SolV:=NullspaceMat(TransposedMat(MatOk))[1];
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The values in SolV are now used to write the equation of the curve. This is
done by the function VecToPoly.
340
341
342
343
344

VecToPoly:=function(v,i)
local m;
m:=AllMon(i);
return Sum(List([1..Size(v)],x->m[x]*v[x]));
end;;

345
346

pp:=VecToPoly(SolV,i);
Remark 9. When q = 8, the construction of [16] gives a (456, 8)-maximal arc K
of PG(2, 64). If the ovoid O chosen for this construction is an elliptic quadric,
then the minimum degree of a curve Γ containing all the points of K is 7 and this
curve splits into 3 conics and a line. On the other hand, if the Suzuki–Tits ovoid
is chosen, then the minimum degree of such a curve Γ is 22 and it splits into an
irreducible curve of degree 17, and 5 lines.
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